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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let D be an integral domain with quotient field K and let lnt(D) be the 
ring of integer-valued polynomials on D. Thus lnt(D) = {f(X) E K[X] 1 
f(D) G D}. Interest in lnt(D) has frequently focused on the case where K 
is a finite algebraic number held and D is the ring of integers in K. Indeed, 
this is the case originally considered by Polya [23] and Ostrowski [22], 
who investigated the question of whether lnt(D) admits a free D-module 
basis {fi(X)},?, with degfi(X) = i for each i; fields K with this property 
are called Polyd fields [28]. More recently, Brizolis [2] showed that in the 
finite number field case, lnt(D) is a Prtifer domain, and he made strong use 
of this property of lnt(D). Consequently, Brizolis asked in [2, p. 10751 for 
equivalent conditions under which lnt(D) is Prtifer for an arbitrary domain 
D. For D Noetherian, Chabert [6, Corollaire 6.51 has shown that lnt(D) 
is a Priifer domain if and only D is a Dedekind domain with finite residue 
fields; the same result can be obtained from work of McQuillan in [19]. 
Each of these (quite different) proofs of this result makes powerful use of 
the fact that, for a rank-one discrete valuation domain V with finite residue 
field, lnt( I’) is ,a two-dimensional Priifer domain [S]. In the general case, 
using results from [S], Chabert has observed in [6, Proposition 6.31 that 
if Int(D) is a Priifer domain, then D is an almost Dededind domain with 
finite residue fields. (Recall that D is an almost Dedekind domain if D, is 
a Noetherian valuation domain for each PE Spec(D) [9; 10, Sect. 361.) 
Examples of non-Noetherian almost Dedekind domains are known (see 
Section 2), but in terms of the problem of determining conditions under 
which lnt(D) is Priifer, the following questions arise: 
(Ql ) Is an almost Dedekind domain with ,finite residue fields Noetherian, 
and hence a Dedekind domain ? 
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(Q2) If Int(D) is a Priifer domain, must D be Noetherian? 
(43) If D is an almost Dedekind domain with finite residue fields, is 
Int(D) a PrGfer domain? 
We examine these questions for three general constructions and one 
specific construction of almost Dedekind domains that have appeared in 
the literature. More precisely, we consider in Section 2 a specific construc- 
tion due to Nakano and two general constructions involving Kronecker 
function rings and monoid domains; for an almost Dedekind domain D 
obtained by any of these constructions, questions (Ql)-(Q3) have 
affirmative answers, sometimes because the premise of the question is not 
satisfied for such a D. In Section 3, however, we provide negative answers 
to each of the questions (Ql)-(Q3) by considering a construction of almost 
Dedekind domains as the integral closure of a semilocal PID in an infinite 
algebraic extension of its quotient field. The paper closes with two new 
questions (Q4) and (Q5), where the first relates to the general question of 
determining conditions under which Int(D) is a Priifer domain, while the 
second is concerned more specifically with the construction of Section 3. 
All rings considered in this paper are assumed to be commutative and 
unitary. As usual, 2 and Q, respectively, denote the integers and the 
rational numbers; Z+ and Z,, respectively, denote the sets of positive 
integers and of nonnegative integers. 
2. NON-NOETHERIAN ALMOST DEDEKIND DOMAINS 
We are aware of three specific examples [20; 17, Ex. 2.2; 14, Theorem 
3.41 and three general constructions of non-Noetherian almost Dedekind 
domains in the literature. The first such example was that of Nakano, who 
showed in [20] that the ring c?, of algebraic integers in the infinite 
algebraic number field K= Q(i2, c3, is, CT,...), where &, denotes a primitive 
pth root of unity, is a non-Noetherian almost Dedekind domain. The three 
general constructions involve integral closure in an infinite algebraic field 
extension [l], Kronecker function rings [lo, Proposition 36.71, and 
monoid rings [13, Sect. 41. In this section we show that Int(D) = D[X], 
and hence Int(D) is not a Priifer domain, if D = OK or if D is a non- 
Noetherian almost Dedekind obtained as a Kronecker function ring or as 
a monoid ring. We consider the construction of [ 1 ] in Section 3 with more 
positive results. In particular, we are able to answer questions (Ql)-(Q3) 
from the Introduction in Section 3. The first result of this section is a basic 
lemma. 
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LEMMA 1. Suppose D is a domain with quotient field K. Iff (X) E Int( D), 
if all coefficients of ,f belong to the subfield L of K, and tf D n L is infinite, 
then f E Int(D n L). 
Proof It is routine to check that f (D n L) c D n L, so we need only 
verify that the coefficients off(X) belong to the quotient field of D n L. 
Suppose that f (X) = C’= &x’ has degree n. Choose n + 1 distinct elements 
bo, b,, . . . . b,E D n L and let f(b,) = ci for each i. Consider the system of 
equations 
f (b,) = c,, O<i<n, 
in the form 
AY=C, where Y = 
and A is the Vandermonde matrix of b,, b, , . . . . b,. Since each 6, and each 
ci is in D n L, Cramer’s Rule implies that each f. is in the quotient field of 
D n L. 
Without the hypothesis in Lemma 1 that D n L is infinite, the polyno- 
mial f need not have coefficients in the quotient field of D n L. For exam- 
ple, if D = Z,[t] is the polynomial ring in one variable over the field 2, 
with two elements and if L = Z,( t + t ~’ ‘), then it is known [ 12, Proposition 
1.151 that DnL=Z,. Iff(X)=(t+t-‘)(X-l),%‘, thenf(X)EInt(D)and 
all coefficients off belong to the field L, but t + t ’ 4 Z,, the quotient field 
of D n L. 
THEOREM 2. Let Do be a domain with quotient field K, and let K be an 
algebraic extension field of K0 such that K is expressible as the union of an 
infinite strictly ascending sequence K, c K, < K2 < . . offinite extensions of 
K0 such that, for each i, the integral closure D, of Do in K, is a simple ring 
extension of Do. If D is the integral closure of Do in K, then Int(D) = D[X]. 
Proof If D is a field, the result is clear. Otherwise, each D, is infinite 
and Lemma 1 is applicable. Let f E Int(D), say f = C7=,f.X’, and choose 
q>O so that fE K,[X]. By Lemma 1, feInt(D,) for each jaq. Choose 
s > q such that [K,7: K,] > n and choose 0 so that D, = D,[t9]. Then 
KS = K,(B) and the minimal polynomial g(X) for 6 over K, is in D,[X] and 
has degree r = [KS: K,] > n. Now f (0) =fo +f, 8 + . . . + fn f3” = go + 
g,d+ ‘.. +g,-,P’, where each gi is in D,. Because { 1, 0, . . . . 8’. ’ } is 
also a vector space basis for K, over K,, we conclude that f, =gi for 
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06 i<rt, and hence each f, is in D,. Therefore f~ D,[X] c D[X], so 
D[X] = Int(D), as asserted. 
We remark that the hypothesis in Theorem 2 that each Di is a simple 
extension of DO is stronger than what is required to obtain the conclusion 
of that result. To wit, the proof of Theorem 2 shows that it suffices to 
assume that, for all a, b E Zc, there exist c, ds Z + such that a 6 c -C d, 
[I(,: K,.] > b, and Dd is a simple ring extension of D,.. 
As stated in the introduction to this section, the domain G?K of Nakano’s 
example is the ring of integers of the field K= Q( ii,,}: ,), where 
PI <P2< .'. is the sequence of primes. K is the union of the strictly 
ascending sequence (Ki} ,“= ,, of extension fields of Q, where K,, = Q0 and 
Ki = Q(lp, 2 ...) &,I= Q(~,,,,...,,) f or each i. It is well known, however, that 
for arbitrary n E Z+, Z[[,] is the ring of integers in Q(<,) [27, Theorem 
2.61. Hence Theorem 2 applies to the field K and domain cTK and we 
obtain: 
COROLLARY 3. Int(0,)=6,[X] for the domain 0, in Nakano’s con- 
struction. 
We observe that if M is a maximal ideal of OK, then OK/M is infinite. To 
see this, let MnZ=pZ. Zf NEZ+, there exists a prime q of the form 
kpN + 1. The qth cyclotomic polynomial Q,(X) factors modulo p as a 
product of (q - 1)/m distinct irreducible polynomials, each of degree m, 
where m is the order of p modulo q (cf. Lemma 6). Hence pZ[c,] is the 
product of (q - 1)/m distinct maximal ideals in Z[&], each with associated 
residue field of order p”. From the form of q, we see that m > N, and hence 
l&/MI > \Z[c,]/(M n Z[[,])\ =p”’ > m > N. Because N is arbitrary, it 
follows that 0,JM is infinite. 
The property of 0K established in the preceding paragraph yields an 
alternate proof that Int(oK) = 0,JX], for Cahen and Chabert have shown 
[4, p. 3031 that for an arbitrary domain D, Int( D) E E[X], where E is the 
intersection of those localizations D, of D such that D/P, is infinite; in 
particular, Int(D) = D[X] if D = n, Dpz. An arbitrary Kronecker function 
ring J of a domain D has the property that the residue field of each of its 
maximal ideals is infinite, for if J is taken with respect o a set {X,} 1 E A of 
indeterminates over D, then for each c( E A, the definition of J implies that 
XL - Xi is a unit of J for i #j, and hence {XL + M} p”= , is a set of distinct 
residue classes of M in J for each maximal ideal M of J. (An argument 
using more of the known structure of J results from the fact that 
JIM- ~@‘v.j), h w ere d is the residue field of the valuation domain 
J, n L, with L the quotient field of D [ 10, Sect. 361.) This observation 
seems worthy of a separate statement. 
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PROPOSITION 4. Zf J is an arbitrary Kronecker function ring of a domain 
D, then Int(J) = J[X]. 
Like the domain fiK and Kronecker function rings, the non-Noetherian 
almost Dedekind domains D of [ 14, 171 admit maximal ideals that are not 
of finite index. In fact, if D is as in [ 173, then D/M is infinite for each 
maximal ideal M of D, whereas for D as in [14], there exists a unique 
maximal ideal A4 of D such that D/M is finite, and D is the intersection of 
the family {DM,j of localizations at maximal ideals M, distinct from M. 
Hence, with D as in [ 141 or [ 171, Int(D) = D[X] as well. 
Let D be an integral domain and let S be a nonzero commutative 
monoid. Gilmer and Parker in [ 131 determined equivalent conditions for 
the monoid ring D[S] to satisfy one of several conditions related to the 
condition of being a Priifer domain. In particular, Corollary 3.1 and 
Theorem 4.1 of [13] show that for a domain D of characteristic q, D[S] 
is an almost Dedekind domain if and only if D is a field and (i), (ii), or (iii) 
is satisfied: (i) A’= Z,, the additive monoid of nonnegative integers; (ii) 
q = 0 and S is isomorphic to a subgroup of Q containing Z; (iii) q # 0, and 
S is isomorphic to a subgroup G of Q containing Z such that l/qk 4 G for 
some k EZ+. We are interested in Int(D[S]) in the case where D[S] is 
non-Noetherian and almost Dedekind. New D[S] is Noetherian if and 
only if D is Noetherian and S if finitely generated [3; 11, Theorem 7.71, 
and since the group Q is locally cyclic [26, Chap. II, Sect. 23, a subgroup 
of Q is finitely generated if and only if it is cyclic. Thus, if D[S] is non- 
Noetherian and almost Dedekind, then S is a nonfinitely generated sub- 
group of Q containing Z, and hence S is the union of an infinite strictly 
ascending sequence Z = Co < C, < . of cyclic groups Ci. Since 1 E C,, Ci 
is generated by l/n, for some ~,EZ+, where rziJni+, for each i. These 
observations leads to the next result. 
THEOREM 5. Zf E is a monoid domain that is a non-Noetherian almost 
Dedekind domain, then Int(E) = E[X]. 
Proof: To within isomorphism, E = FCC], where F is a field and G is 
a nontinitely generated subgroup of Q containing Z. Let { l/n,} ,? 1 be a set 
of generators for G, where ni E Z+ and n, is a proper divisor of n, + , for 
each i. Then E ‘v F[ { Y I/“,, Y ~ 1!“8 } F 1, the integral closure of F[ Y, Y ~ ’ ] in 
the field K=F({Y”“l};“). S ince K is the union of the ascending sequence 
{F( Y”“)} F of fields and since the integral closure F[ Y”“j, Yp l’nl] of 
F[ Y, Y - ‘1 in F( Y’lnC) is generated as a ring extension of F[ Y, Y -’ ] by 
Y I”‘(, Theorem 2 implies that Int(E) = E[X], as we wished to show. 
In contrast to the other two constructions considered in this section, the 
group rings F[G] of Theorem 5 may admit maximal ideals of finite index. 
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Clearly F must be finite for this to occur, and conversely, if F is finite, the 
augmentation ideal is a maximal ideal of F[G] with residue field F. 
Theorem 7 shown, however, that not all maximal ideals of F[G] have finite 
index in this case, so the domains provide an answer to neither (Ql) nor 
(43). The proof of Theorem 7 uses a lemma whose individual parts, while 
disparate in character, fit together to give the applications that we need. 
LEMMA 6. Let m and n denote positive integers, let F be a field of charac- 
teristic p #O, and ,for each positive integeer r not divisible by p, let Q,(X) 
denote the rth cyclotomic polynomial over F. 
(1) If 1 F( = pk, then in F[ X], G,(X) factors as a product of t distinct 
irreducible polynomials, each of degree d(r)/t, where t is the order of pk 
module r. 
(2) If G is a cyclic group of order mn, then each element of G of order 
m is the nth power of an element of G of order mn. 
(3) Suppose m and n are relatively prime to p. Zf f (X) is an irreducible 
factor of Q,,,(X) over F, then some irreducible factor of Q,,,(X) over F 
divides f (x12) over F. 
Proof: ( 1) Since x’ - 1 is separable over F, Q,(X) is a product of distinct 
irreducible factors. If g(X) is one of these factors and if < is a root of g(X) 
in an extension field of F, then F(i) is the smallest extension field of F 
containing the rth roots of unity. Hence IF(<)1 =pk’, where t is the 
smallest positive integer such that r 1 (p”‘- 1)-that is, t is the order of pk 
modulo r. Moreover, deg g(X) = [F(c): F] = t, thereby proving (1). 
(2) Let g be a generator for G. An arbitrary element of G of order m 
is of the form gni, where (i, m) = 1. If (i, mn) = 1, then g’ has order mn and 
gni= (g’)“. If (i, mn) # 1, let (p,, . . . . p,, } be the set of prime divisors of n 
that do not divide m. Then (m, p,pz . ..p.) = 1, so there exists an integer IV 
such that wm E 1 - i (mod plpz. ..p,). We note that i + wm is divisible by 
no prime divisor of m, and neither is i + wm divisible by any pi. Hence 
(i+wm,mn)=l, ~og’+~” has order mn and (gi+““‘)‘=gin. 
(3) Let K be the field of mnth roots of unity over F, and let G be the 
group of mnth roots of unity in K, so that G is a cyclic group. Let [ be a 
root of f(X) in G. Then [ has order m by choice of f(X). By (2) there 
exists p E G such that p has order mn and [ = p”. Therefore f (p”) = f (5) = 0, 
so the minimal polynomial g(X) for p over F divides f (X’), and by choice 
of p, g(X) also divides Q,,,(X). 
THEOREM 7. Let F be a finite field of characteristic p and let G be a non- 
finitely generated subgroup of Q containing Z such that l/pk 4 G for some 
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kEZ+. Then the group ring F[G] admits a maximal ideal A4 such that 
F[G]/M is in@nite. 
Proof: Let t 3 0 be such that l/p’ E G, l/p’+, 4 G, and let H be the set 
of all rationals r E G such that, in lowest terms, r has denominator elatively 
prime to p. Since Hu {l/p’} generates G, H is not finitely generated. We 
express H as the union of a strictly ascending sequence { ( l/ni)},%, of 
cyclic groups, where n, = 1, each njE Z+, and nj is a proper divisor of 
*i+ I’ We may regard F[G] as the simple integral extension of 
F[H] = F[ { Y’/‘,};, YP ‘1 obtained by adjoining the element Y,Ip’. Hence, 
it suffices to show that F[H] admits a maximal ideal with infinite 
associated residue field. Thus, we assume without loss of generality that 
G = H. Let JFI =pk and let t, be the order of pk modulo nj. Since ni 1 nj+, , 
it follows that t, / t;,, , and since {n,);” is unbounded, the sequence { tl}F 
is also unbounded. Hence, by passage to a subsequence of {n,}, we can 
assume without loss of generality that t, > i for each i. We write Y, in place 
of y’ln, for i 3 1. To show that F[G]/M is infinite for some M, we prove 
the existence of an ascending family { Mi} ,T , , where Mj is a maximal ideal 
of F[ Yi, Y, ‘1 such that (F[Yi, Y, ‘]/MJ >pki; from this it follows that 
lJ,“= , M, is a maximal ideal of F[G] that is not of finite index. The 
construction is such that M, of the form hi( Yi) F[ Y,, Y,-‘1, where hj( Y;) 
is an irreducible factor of @,,( Y;) in F[ Y,]. Thus, for M, we take 
h,(Y,)f[Y,, Y,~‘], where h,( Y,) is any irreducible factor of @,,(Y,) in 
F[ Y,]; part (1) of Lemma 6 shows that deg h, = t, > 1, and hence 
IF[Y,, Y, ‘]/M,I =p%pk. Assume that M,, = h,,( Y,) F[ Y,, Y,y~ ‘1 is 
given, where h,,( Y,) is an irreducible factor of @,,,( Y,,). Since Y, = Y:,, , 
where e = n,, + , /n, is an integer relatively prime to p, part (3) of Lemma 6 
implies that /I,( Y,,) is divisible by an irreducible factor h, + ,( Y,, + ,) of 
@,,,+,( Y, + ,), and again part (1) of Lemma 6 shows that if M, + , = 
h,s+,(Y,,+,)f’CY.,+,, Y.;+‘,l, then /FCY,+,, Y.~+‘,l/~.,+lI=~k’~+‘>~k’Jf”. 
Existence of the sequence (M, ) F follows by induction, and this completes 
the proof of Theorem 7. 
The content of Section 2 can be summarized by stating that neither 
Nakano’s classical example, examples of Grams or Heinzer and Ohm, nor 
a construction using Kronecker function rings or monoid domains yields 
an example of a non-Noetherian almost Dedekind domain with finite 
residue fields. To obtain such examples, we use in Section 3 a different 
construction that stems from work of Arnold and Gilmer in [ 11. 
3. A CONSTRUCTION INVOLVING VALUATION DOMAINS 
Assume that D, is an almost Dedekind domain with quotient field K,. 
Let K be an infinite algebraic extension field of K, that is expressed as the 
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directed union of a family {K,} rE ,+, of finite extensions of &. Let D, be 
the integral closure of DO in K, and let D = U D, be the integral closure of 
D, in K. Generalizing earlier work of Nakano [21] in the case where DO 
is Dedekind and (K,} is an infinite ascending sequence, Arnold and 
Gilmer in [ 1, Sect. 41 determined equivalent conditions in order for D to 
be an almost Dedekind domain. Their criteria can be stated in terms of the 
case where D, is a valuation domain, as follows. Since D is a one-dimen- 
sional Priifer domain, D is almost Dedekind if and only if each nontrivial 
valuation overring of D is discrete. Since the valuating overrings of D are 
precisely the extensions to K of the valuation overrings of D,, it follows 
that D is almost Dedekind if and only if, for each nontrivial valuation over- 
ring VO of D,, the integral closure of I/, in K is almost Dedekind. This, of 
course, reduces the problem in one sense to the case where D, = I/,. In that 
case, let c, be the maximum of the ramification indices over D, of the 
extensions of D, (assumed to be a valuation domain) to D,. Theorem 3.5 
of [l] states that D is almost Dedekind if and only if the set {e,} is 
bounded. In order for this result to be useful in terms of constructing 
almost Dedekind domains with specified properties, we need an existence 
theorem that allows us to control the behavior of valuations with respect 
to a finite algebraic extension. Several such theorems are known for finite 
families of valuations; a form that is useful for our purposes is found in 
[18, Satz 31, and we label it below, for sake of reference, as Theorem K. 
For related theorems, see [ 16; 24; 8, Sect. 27; 7; 251. 
Before stating Theorem K, we introduce some terminology. Suppose 
{ V,, . . . . V,,} is a set of n rank-one discrete valuation domains on a field F 
and suppose that V, has residue field A,. By a consistent system for 
{V,, . . . . V,,}, we mean a collection S= (S,, . . . . S,,} of n sets S, satisfying the 
following conditions. 
(1) Si= {(A+e,)}f’=,, where A, is a field and e,, E Z+. 
(2) A, is a simple algebraic extension of A,. 
(3) C$ ,[A,: Ai]eii= m is independent of i. 
Moreover, the consistent system S is said to be realizable if there exists a 
separable extension field L of F such that 
(a) [L: F] = m, 
(b) For 1 d id n, Vi has si extensions Vil, . . . . V,, to L, 
(c) The residue field of I/, is A,-isomorphic to A, and the ramilica- 
tion index of V, over VO is eo. 
THEOREM K (Krull [ 181). Suppose ( Vi} ;= 1 is a family of rank-one 
discrete valuation domains on a field F. If there exists a rank-one discrete 
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valuation domain on F distinct from each V,, then each consistent system,for 
{ V;}y= , is realizable. 
We next indicate a general construction that uses Theorem K exten- 
sively. In honor of Krull, we call it Construction K. To facilitate the 
description of the construction, we use the following terminology. Suppose 
V is a rank-one discrete valuation domain on the field F. Let E be a 
separable extension field of F of finite degree m. We say that V decomposes 
completely with respect to E if V admits exactly m extensions to E, each 
necessarily of ramilication index and relative degree 1 over V. For an 
arbitrary separable extension field K of F, V decomposes completely with 
respect to K if V decomposes completely with respect o each finite exten- 
sion of F in K. 
CONSTRUCTION K. Let { W,j;= , be a collection of rank-one discrete 
valuation domains on thejt’eld F, let Ai be the residue field of Wi, and assume 
that F admits a rank-one discrete valuation domain W distinct from each W,. 
Let K, be a$nite algebraic extension field of F, and let & = { V, fy= , be the 
family qf extensions to K, of the valuations W,, Each V, is necessarily 
discrete qf rank one. Because W admits an extension to KO, there exists a 
rank-one discrete valuation domain on K, distinct from each V,. We specify 
a sequence { di} ,?L , of’integers d, > 1. Using Theorem K repeatedly, it .follows 
that there exists a strictly ascending sequence { K,} :: , of separable extension 
fields ofKO such that (1) [K,: K,. ,]=d,for eachjal, and(2) ij’qis the 
family of extensions to K, of the valuation domains W,, then each member 
of 3 decomposes completely with respect to K, + I for each ,j 3 0. Let 
L = U,tO K,, let E, = fir=, W,, let Di= n 8, and let D = UF& Di. Di is 
the integral closure qf E, in K, and D is the integral closure of EO in L. Each 
D, is a semilocal PID since each cq is a finite set. Hence D is a BPzout 
domain. Because no Wi ramtfies with respect to any field K,, D is an almost 
Dedekind domain, and D is non-Noetherian because each nonunit of E,, jiw 
example, belongs to infinitely many maximal ideals of D. Finally, tf each Ai 
is finite, it is clear from the construction that all residuefields qf D are also 
finite. This completes our description of Construction K. 
By choosing each A, to be finite in Construction K, we obtain non- 
Noetherian almost Dedekind domains with finite residue fields, thereby 
providing a negative answer to question (Ql). In contrast to the domains 
of Section 2, however, we show in Theorem 10 that if the fields Ai are finite, 
then the domains D obtained from Construction K are such that Int(D) is 
a Priifer domain. Thus, (Q2) also has a negative answer. The proof of 
Theorem 10 uses two preliminary results. 
LEMMA 8. Let E be a domain with quotient field F, let {Ml}ltA be the 
maximal spectrum of E, and let S, = E/M,. If Y is a subset of F[X] such 
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that Y generates (Int(E)),8 as a D,x- module for each c(, then Y generates 
Int(E) as a D-module. 
ProoJ: Straightforward. 
The statement of Proposition 9 uses the following notation. Let D be a 
quasi-local domain with quotient field K and with maximal ideal tD, where 
ID/tDI = q is finite. Let { u0 = 0, u,, . . . . uqr i) be a complete set of residues 
of tD in D, and for n E Z, with q-adic expansion n = a, + a, q + . . + a,q’, 
where O<ai6q- 1, let s,=u,,+u,,t+ ... +uart’. We let fo(X)= 1, 
f,,(X) = nr:d (X-si) for n > 0, and let g,(X) =f,,(X)/tkne K[X], where 
k,, = I?=, [n/q’] and [ .] denotes the greatest integer function. 
PROPOSITION 9. With notation as in the preceding paragraph, 
{ g,,(X) > ,“= 0 is a free D-module basis for Int( D). 
No proof of Proposition 9 will be given here. While this result has 
apparently not been previously stated in the literature in full generality, 
special cases of Proposition 9 go back all the way to Ostrowski’s paper 
[22, Sect. IV]; see also [15, Sect. 2; 5, Lemma 1; 19, Sect. 43. Proofs of 
these special cases extend easily to yield a proof of Proposition 9. 
THEOREM 10. Let the notation and hypothesis be as in the statement of 
Construction K. 
(1) There exists a subset Y= {mj(X)}~~O of Int(D,) such that (a) 
deg m,(X) = i and (b) Y freely generates Int(D,) as a Do-module. 
(2) Y generates Int(D,) as a D,-module for each j > 0. 
(3) Int(D,) c Int(D,) for j< k. 
(4) Int(D) = Up”=0 Int(Di) and Int(D) is a Priifer domain. 
ProoJ (1) In the notation of Construction K, we let ((I’;, Pi)};‘= I be the 
family of nontrivial valuation overrings of D,,, let ui be a valuation on K, 
associated with V,, and let tie D, generate the center Mi of Vi on D,. 
Because di= (D,,)M,/ti(DO)M,rr. Do/tiDo, we can choose a complete set 
of representatives of Pi in Vi from D,. Then the polynomials 
L?(X) = ni:A (X-s,) defined in the paragraph preceding the statement of 
Proposition 9 are manic, belong to DOIX], and deg fi,= j. Let 
k,=C’,=, [j/q;], where qi= Idi\, and let g,=f,,,ltrq. By Proposition 9, 
{ gij)JEO is a free I’,-module basis for Int( V,), and we note that deg fi,=j 
and gijE D,[l/ti][X]. It follows that giiE Int(D,) for all i and j, for if 
SE Do,. then g,,(s)E Vi since g,EInt( Vi), and gij(.s)E V,, for h # i since 
gii(s) E DO[ l/t;] c I’,,. For j 2 0, let sj = nr=, @. The elements 
sy = s,jtp, . ..) sjn’ = Sj@ of D, are comaximal, so there exist elements 
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hj”~D~ for 1 <r < n such that 1 = C:=, b:‘)s:.‘). We let h,(X) = 
C:‘=, bj”sj’!f,,(X) for each j> 0, and let m,(X) = hj(X)/si. We note that 
~,ED,[X] is manic of degree j. Let Y= {mj(.Y)}~=,. We show that Y 
generates Int(D,); free generation then follows from the fact that 
deg mi(X) = j for each j. Thus mi(X) = C:=, b~i)s~.‘~y/sj = C:=, bji)gl,, and 
hence miE Int(D,) since each g, is in Int(D,). To show that Y generates 
Int(D,) as a D,-module, it suffices, in view of Lemma 8, to show that Y 
generates Int( Vi) as a V,-module for each i. Thus, let Ni be the V,-sub- 
module of Int( Vi) generated by Y. Since h,= sjm, E Ni for each ,j, where 
/zig V,[X] is manic of degree j, it follows that V,[X] G N,. Because 
{ gi,}l?:O generates Int( I’,) as a V,-module, to establish the inclusion 
Int( V,)C Ni, it suffices to show that each g, is in N,. We know that 
mj = xJ’=, bj-“‘g,., E N,, and for JJ# i, b:-“lg., E D,,[ l/t,.] [X] c V,[X] c Ni. 
Consequently, m, - x:,, +, bj ’ ‘g,., = b;.“g,i E N,. However, the relation 
1 = C:!, , .bl’luj ‘) yields, upon reducing modulo tiD,,, 1 = b~“s:” (mod t,D,) 
since tj divides sj”) in D, for each y # i. Hence b)” is not in t,DO, bj” is a 
unit of Vi, and therefore g,iE Ni as we wished to show. This completes the 
proof of (1). 
(2) Forj3 0, we can partition the set 5 into n subsets Fj’), 1 d id n, 
where Rji) is the set of valuation domains on K, that are extensions of Vi 
to K,. Because of the way Construction K is effected, each valuation 
domain VEIL” has residue field dj and maximal ideal t;I’. Hence, the 
proof of (1) s!hows that {gi,),“= 0 is a free V-module basis for Int( I’), 
and because 9 is the family of all nontrivial valuation overrings of the 
semilocal PID D.,, it also follows from the proof of (1) that Y is a free 
D,-module basis for Int(Dj). 
Statement (3) follows immediately from (2), and the equality 
Int(D) = u,?=, Int(D;) in (4) is a consequence of (3). Because each D, is a 
Dedekind domain with finite residue fields, each Int(D,) is a Priifer 
domain, and because the union of a directed family of Priifer domains 
is again a Priifer domain, it follows that Int(D) is a Priifer domain, as 
asserted. 
As we have previously observed, Theorem 10 provides a negative answer 
to (Q2). It is clear that inclusion Int(D,) E Int(D,) for j< k plays a crucial 
role in the proof of (4) of Theorem 10, and this relation, in turn, depends 
heavily on the fact that each of the valuation domains V, decomposes com- 
pletely with respect to the field L. The next result, Proposition 11, shows 
that the hypothesis of complete decomposition of the domains Vi is 
necessary for the conclusion that Int(D;) s Int(D;). 
PROPOSITION 11. Suppose D is a subring of the integral domain E and 
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that M = tD is a principal maximal ideal of D such that (D/Ml = q is finite. 
Then Int(D) ~2 Int(E) if either (a) or (b) is satisfied: 
(a) M is contained in a maximal ideal P of E such that [E/PI > q. 
(b) M G Q’ < Q for some maximal ideal Q of E. 
Proof Let {uO= 0, u,, . . . . uy _ , } be a complete set of residues of M in 
D, let f(x)=X(X-u,)...(X-u,~.,), and let g(X)=f(X)/t so that 
g(X)ETnt(D). We show that under either hypothesis (a) or (b), 
g(X) 4 Int(E). For (a), this follows since t E P and since the field E/P admits 
no polynomial of degree less than lE/Pl that vanishes identically on E/P. 
On the other hand, if (b) is satisfied, then choose cf Q\Q*. We have 
,f(c) = c(c - u2) . . (c - uq _ ,), where c is not in the Q-primary ideal Q’ and 
(c - u2) ... (c - uy- ,) $ Q. Consequently, f(c) $ Q*, j(c) $ tE, and g(c)$ E. 
It follows that g(X) $ Int(E) under hypothesis (b) as well. 
The next result uses Theorem 10 to give sufficient conditions for Int(D) 
to be a Priifer domain, where D is the integral closure of a semilocal PID 
in an infinite algebraic extension of its quotient field. 
THEOREM 12. Let D, be a semilocal PID with quotient field KO and let 
L be an infinite normal algebraic extension field of K,,. If D, the integral 
closure of D, in L, is an almost Dedekind domain with finite residue ,fields, 
then Int(D) is a Priifer domain. 
Proof Let {Kl}aEA be the directed family of finite normal extensions of 
K, in L, and write ~1 Q j for c(, j E A if K, E K,. Let D, be the integral closure 
of DO in K,, and let {M,}:=, be the set of maximal ideals of D,. Since D 
is an almost Dedekind domain with finite residue fields, it follows that for 
each i, 1 < i < n, there exists a, E A such that each maximal ideal of D,, lying 
over M, in D, is completely decomposed with respect to L. Let PEA be 
such that ~12 czi for each i. Then D, is a semilocal PID with finite residue 
fields such that each maximal ideal of D, is completely decomposed with 
respect to L. It then follows from Theorem 10 that Int(D,)cInt(D,) for 
each r E A with t 2 CL. Because D = U {D, / r E A and r > p}, we conclude 
that Int(D) = U {Int(D,) 1 r E A and T >, ~1. Therefore Int(D) is a Priifer 
domain since each Int(D,) has this property. 
The hypothesis of normality of L/K, in Theorem 12 implies, among 
other things, that the set ( 1 D/M): M is a maximal ideal of D} is bounded. 
On the other hand, Theorem 13 shows that under appropriate hypotheses, 
unboundedness of the set {ID/Ml } implies that Int(D) is not a Pri.ifer 
domain. 
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THEOREM 13. Let D, he an almost Dedekind domain with quotient field 
K, # DO and let L be an infinite algebraic extension field of L such that L 
is the union of a strictly ascending sequence KO < K, <K, < I., of finite 
algebraic extensions of K,. Let D be the integral closure of Do in L, and 
assume that D is an almost Dedekind domain with finite residue ,fields. Let 
D, be the integral closure qf D,, in Ki, and ,for any prime ideal P qf D,, 
denote by c(P) the set of primes qf D that lie over P in Di. If there exists 
Q E Spec(D,) such that the set { (D/M(: ME r(Q)} is unbounded, then ,for 
some ME t(Q), Int(D) G D,[X] so that Int(D) is not u Prufer domain. 
Proof Let S= D,\Q. Replacing D, by (Do)s, it suffices to consider the 
case where D, is a rank-one discrete valuation domain with maximal ideal 
Q; this reduction depends on the fact that Int(D) c Int(D,). In this case, 
each D, is a semilocal PID. In particular, D, has only finitely many 
maximal ideals Q,, , . . . . elk,, and l(Q) = U:;, ((Q,,). Hence there exists a 
maximal ideal Q, of D, such that (ID/MI:ME~(Q,)~ is unbounded. 
Similarly, since only finitely many maximal ideals Q2,, QZ2, .. . . QZkz of D2 
lie over Q, in D,, and since l(Q,) = Uf’i t(Q*,), it follows that there exists 
Q2 E Spec(D,) such that Q, n D, = Q, and {ID/MI: ME &Q2)} is unboun- 
ded. Continuing in this way, we obtain a sequence Q,, Q2, . . . . Qn, . . . . where 
Q, is maximal in D;, Ql lies over Q, , in D, , , and {ID/M/: ME ((Q,)} 
is unbounded for each i. 
We let M be the maximal ideal U,:, Qj of D. For this M we show that 
Int(D)c D,[X]. Suppose not, and choose f(X)/aE Int(D)\D,[X], where 
f(JJED[Xl d an QEM. Choose iEZ+ such thatf(X)ED,[X] and aED,, 
so that a~ Q, and f (X)/aE Int(D,) by Lemma 1. Because Di is a PID, the 
ideal Q, = nD, is principal and we can express f (X)/a as g(X)/b in lowest 
terms over D,[X]. Then because g(X)/b$ D,[X], we have b E Qi. Let 
m = deg g(X). Because { ID/PI: PE l(Q;)} is unbounded, there exists 
PE ;(Q;) such that (D/PI > m. Choose elements Or, 8,, . . . . 8,, + , in D 
belonging to distinct residue classes of P in D and choose j> i such that 
0, 3 “.> 0, + 1 E Di. If U = Pn D,, then U lies over P in Di and ID,/Ul > m. 
Now g(X)/b E Int(Di) since g(X) E D,[X] and b E Di. Also, b E QiG U, SO 
g(X) vanishes identically on 0,/U, a field with more than m elements. 
Hence g(X) is the zero polynomial modulo U, so each coefficient of g(X) 
is in U n D, = Q, = ~0,. It follows that 71 is a nonunit common factor of 
g(X) and h in D,[X], contrary to the assumption that g(X)/h is in lowest 
terms over D,[X]. We conclude that Int(D) c D,[X], as asserted. Hence 
Int(D) is not a Priifer domain since D,w[X] fails to have this property. 
We remark that the condition in Theorem 13 that L should be expres- 
sible as the union of a strictly ascending sequence of finite extensions of K, 
is equivalent to the condition that, as a vector space over K,, the dimen- 
sion of L is countably infinite. 
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Using Theorems K and 13 and by appropriately modifying Construction 
K, we can produce an almost Dedekind domain D with finite residue fields 
such that Int(D) is not a Priifer domain, giving thereby a negative answer 
to question (Q3). 
EXAMPLE 14. Let V, be a rank-one discrete valuation domain with 
quotient field K,,, and assume that there exists a rank-one discrete valua- 
tion domain on K, that is distinct from I’,. By Theorem K, there exists a 
separable xtension field K, of K, such that (i) [K, : K,] = 3, (ii) I’, admits 
two extensions IV,, I/, to K,, each of ramification index 1 over V,, and 
(iii) the relative degree of I/, over V, is 1, while the relative degree of IV, 
over V, is 2. Reapplying Theorem K to the valuations V,, W, on K,, it 
then follows that there exists a separable extension K, of K, such that (i) 
[K2 : K,] = 4, (ii) Wi decomposes completely with respect to K2, (iii) V, 
admits two extensions WI, V, to K,, each of ramification index 1 over I’;, 
and (iv) the relative degree of V, over V, is 1, while the relative degree of 
W2 over V’, is 3. The pattern for the construction is now established. At the 
next stage we obtain a field K, such that (i) [K,: K2] = 5, (ii) each exten- 
sion of I’, to K, other than I’, decomposes completely with respect o K3, 
(iii) I’, admits two extensions W,, I/, to K,, each of ramification index 1 
over V,, and (iv) the relative degrees of V, and W, over I’, are 1 and 4, 
respectively. By induction we obtain a strictly ascending sequence 
K, < K, < . . of extension field of K, satisfying at each step the appropriate 
analogues of (i)-(iv). Let L = lJ ,7L= , K; and let D be the integral closure of 
D, in L. Since no extension of V, to Kj is ramified over V,,, D is an almost 
Dedekind domain. By construction, { (D/M\ : ME MaxSpec(D) 1 = Z +. 
Hence D has finite residue fields, but Theorem 13 shows that Int(D) is not 
a Priifer domain. 
While the results of this paper shed a great deal of light on the problem 
of determining conditions under which Int(D) is a Priifer domain, the basic 
problem remains unresolved. In this connection, we state here two open 
questions regarding Int(D) as a Prtifer domain; (Q4) is quite general in 
nature, while (Q5) relates to the construction of almost Dedekind domains 
considered in this section. 
(44) If D is an almost Dedekind domain such that { (D/Ml: ME 
MaxSpec(D)} is bounded, is Int(D) a Priifer domain? 
(Q5) Suppose DO is a semilocal PID with quotient field K, and L is an 
infinite algebraic extension of KO that is expressed as the union of a strictly 
ascending sequence {K,},?, of finite algebraic extensions of K,. Let Di be 
the integral closure of D, in Ki and let D = U,“=, Di. If Int(D) is a Priifer 
domain, must there exist NE Z+ such that Int(D,) c Int(D,) for all i, j with 
Nfidj? 
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